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Core Mechanic
The core resolution mechanic of the game compares a player’s modified
2dx roll against the game master’s modified 2dx roll. The higher result is
successful. Ties go to the player. A player may use any two dice in their
personal pool. The game master always uses 1d6 and 1d8. After rolling,
the player takes their die with the highest result and sacrifices it into the
party pool (if both dice have the same result, the die with the most sides
is returned). Usually, if a player starts their turn with fewer than seven
dice in the pool, they may “draw” one die from the party pool and add it
to their personal pool.

Set-up
Each player begins each session with 4d4, 2d6, and 1d8 in their personal
dice pool. The party dice pool begins each session with 1d8, 3d10, 2d12,
and 1d20. The party dice pool setup can be modified to alter the tone of
the session: for a gritty, “realistic” tone, start the party pool with 4d8,
2d10, and 1d12; for a heroic “cinematic” tone, start the party pool with
1d10, 2d12, 2d16, and 2d20.

Introduction
Beautifully Mutilated presents a simple resolution mechanic that uses a
modified player roll against a modified game master roll for all action
resolutions. The game attempts a balanced blend of standard “old
school” roleplaying with more modern “storytelling” systems, favoring
narrative development. Character builds are fairly traditional, action is
controlled by dice results, and combat remains abstracted. Characters
are intended to perform above normal but are not superheroes. The
setting presents a fusion of typical Feudal “high fantasy” with an
incursion of technology that is disrupting society.

Characters
Characters are defined by Species, Attributes, Class, and Skills.
Characters also own and accumulate equipment. There are three

“Ephemeral should be the
default.”

primary Species in the game: Humans, Wąż, and Slicks.
Humans are the default species. Human society is hierarchical and fairly
stable, with status being based on wealth and power. Human social
standing does not depend upon gender or race, but only upon the
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amount of wealth and power each person can control. Human society is
based upon complex Feudal allegiances that persist through generations
unless challenged and bested through the use of raw force. One’s
superior is known as one’s Factor; one’s inferiors are known as one’s
Factotums. Each Factotum swears an oath of fealty to their Factor and
can expect, in return, a certain level of protection – and a definite level of
exploitation. A form of slavery in human society is common and
accepted; slaves usually are captured in warfare and are known as
Helots. They are owned by their Factor, but in turn also are owned by
the Factor’s Factor, and so forth. At the very apex of human society is

“Accepting your lot in life is the
truest form of fealty to Bóg.”

the Factory, that single person to whom the entire society pledges fealty
through some network of Feudal allegiances. The Factory, in theory,
owns all property, all wealth, all production, and all Helots.
Almost all human children experience an event known as the Rosegarden

“A good Factor delegates and
inspects; a good Factotum complies and rests.”

of Sores. The event occurs spontaneously in almost every child, at some
time from age four to eight, and lasts from about two weeks to several
months. The event is marked by high fever, delirium, mumbling, wholebody contortions known as Bóg’s dance, and the eruption of large
brilliant red blotches over the entire body that slowly turn into
suppurating wounds. Some children die (they are considered claimed by
Bóg), but almost all survivors make a full recovery. Some very few,
however, retain the Rosegarden of Sores throughout their entire lives.
They are considered the elect of Bóg and are capable of wielding magic.
Children who reach the age of majority without the Rosegarden of Sores

“...But their choice don't
seem to matter; And their
choice of matter and their
scream of chatter; Is just a
little parasitic scream…”

are considered eschewed by Bóg and they are exiled from human society
(most join Chochlik bands).
Wąż are bipedal reptilians of a very dark green to nearly black shade.
They are solitary littoral animals that vastly prefer being in or at least
near large amounts of water. The Wąż body plan is decidedly not
humanoid, however, and instead resembles something fairly similar to a
nearly-human-sized Compsognathus. Wąż have very powerful hind legs
and are excellent jumpers and swimmers. They breathe air but can hold
their breath for several minutes with ease. They can drink seawater or
freshwater with equal benefit. Wąż have a large neck frill that almost
always will be extended in direct sunlight; the frill is used to regulate
body temperature. During mating periods the neck frill changes color to
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bright oranges and yellows. Wąż are solitary and have little use for
society or culture; their primary source of food is live fish though they

“Happiness is fresh fish, fresh
water, and pure sunlight.”

can eat almost anything. Wąż have glands in their wrists and ankles that
can exude a viscous black dye that can be used for concealment in water
(like a squid) or for casting spells in air. Wąż do not often use tools or

“Gold is worthwhile—
humans will exchange it for
fish.”

retain belongings. Wąż, too, worship Bóg, though they believe Bóg
literally is the sun. Wąż are inactive at night; when the sun goes down
they become fairly insensate. Wąż typically do not use artificial weapons
and definitely decline the use of ranged weapons as cowardly and
“unsporting”; their teeth and claws are formidable in combat.
Slicks are bipedal and vaguely humanoid. Their skin is covered in fine
scales which they keep oiled, giving them a shiny and slick appearance.
Their heads are devoid of most features except large black eyes and a
mouth full of pointed teeth; they may wear harnesses or packs but
otherwise do not wear clothing. Slicks have no apparent gender and
they are surprisingly homogenous in size and appearance. In color, they
range from a deep bluish purple to nearly a purple-black. Slicks are an
alien species with inscrutable (perhaps unintelligible) motives. They

“Ziemia fails; heed the alarm.”

have arrived on Ziemia through a time shifting technology that
(apparently) damages their reasoning process. Slicks that have made this “Only Jeden speak only truth.”
transition are known as Jeden. Slicks that have been born on Ziemia are
more logical and intelligible to non-slicks, and are known as Dwa. The
Dwa are considered to be fundamentally unreliable by the Jeden. All
Dwa hatch from eggs, and each egg yields twin Dwa. Every pair of twin

“...it becometh every man who
hath been warned to warn his
neighbor...”

Dwa speak a personal language known as an Idioglossia. When a Dwa’s
twin dies, most survivor Dwa usually engage in ritual suicide at some
point, though this is not required. The Jeden teach that the Slicks arose
through the combination of humans and Wąż in the far future; they have
come back through time in an attempt to perform some action to alter the
future. Most Dwa disregard these beliefs as nonsense.
Chochlik is a broad term used by humans to refer to non-Factor groups.
Chochlik are considered sub-human in mentality, little better than
thieving animals. Chochlik groups consist of a variety of unusual species
of varying intelligence.
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Species

Attribute Matrix

Permissible Class

Human

+2, +1, 0, plus 1 player discretion Factor, Martyr, Sketch

Wąż

+2, +2, -1

Sketch, Factor

Slick

+1, +1, +1

Zawód, Factor

Class
Factor - The default class for almost all humans is Factor. A Factor has
access to a wide variety of skills, can learn to use any type of weapon or

“If you want it, take it. If you
can’t take it then don’t want
it.”

equipment, and is generally capable of performing most mundane tasks
and physical feats. Factors generally are interested in contributing
meaningfully to society as well as personal and family success and
believe that Bóg expects them to be diligent in observing their proper
station in life. Factors share a common belief in the importance of
conformity, loyalty, obedience, and reliability. A Factor may select three
Skills and distribute +3, +2, and +1 modifiers among them.
Martyr – Humans that survive the Rosegarden of Sores but never
completely recover from it are known as Martyrs. They are exceptionally
rare but are held in fearful esteem by Factors. Every Martyr operates by
a personal code known as the Spectacle. Whenever it suits the Martyr,
they may alter their Spectacle by either adding a Détournement to it, or

“...one can alter the meaning of
fragments with meticulous methodology; leave the pursuit of universal truth to the imbeciles...”

ejecting a Recuperation from it. The Spectacle truly exists only in an
unwritten personal language of the Martyr, spoken by no other person.
However, a Martyr must retain a transliteration of the Spectacle in some

“...parody is more than reality;
imagination devoid of reflection
is everything...”

written language. The Martyr must comply with their Spectacle in every
particular. If this causes them to behave in peculiar, illegal, non-social, or
nonsensical ways, this generally is accepted by Factors. Martyrs who
become particularly troublesome usually are invited to tour the
countryside until their Spectacle changes. Martyrs have occasional bouts
of the Dance of Bóg. These last usually for about five to thirty minutes
and involve semi-conscious delirium, extreme facial contortions, wholebody seizures, apparently non-linguistic vocalizations, and the eruption
of Stigmata. Afterward, the Martyr is imbued with magical energies
from Bóg. As the Stigmata heal, the energies dissipate. Martyrs appear
distinctive, with a trembling, uncertain gait, and usually have visible
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weeping Stigmata. They have facial tics, and rhythmically clench and
release their hands. Their Spectacle often causes them to behave in
peculiar or repetitive ways or to dress or undress in distinctive manner.

“They call it the Dance… feel
his output… see his angle…
he’s a light machine...”

Martyrs generally believe that Ziemia is a meaningless illusion created
by a shared mass hallucination and that reality can only be reached by
pursuing the Spectacle. A Martyr may select one Skill with a +2 modifier.
Sketch – Most Wąż (and a very occasional human) are somewhat
proficient in Sketch magic. Some Wąż are quite powerful. A Sketch
draws magical power directly from sunlight, focusing it and adapting it
to their desires. This is accomplished by Sketching runes or sigils in the
air where direct sunlight passes through them. Wąż can exude a fine
mist of ink from their wrist glands to create the Sketch. Human
practitioners must use burning incense to create smoke. Each Sketch
takes only seconds to perform. Sketches function only in direct Sunlight.
Repetitive Sketches cause the Sketch Magi to suffer internal burns much

“And I see it burn when you
bring me sunlight!”

like severe sunburn (but on the inside). A Sketch may select two Skills
with a +2 and a +1 modifier distributed among them.
Zawód – All Jeden and nearly all Dwa are Zawód. All Zawód are
focused on one overarching, complex, and very, very long-term event,
known as the Alarm, that dictates how Slick society is organized and
how Slick collective material wealth is disposed. The Alarm generally is
known only to the very upper hierarchy of Slick society and can be fully
accomplished only through consistent, directed action for thousands of
years. Lower members of society do not know, are not expected to
know, and generally do not want to know, what the Alarm is. They may
be tasked with accomplishing some short- to medium-term goal but as
often as not are simply left to their own devices with the sure knowledge
that whatever they are doing in fact is contributing to realizing the

“It is not death, it is Alarm.”

Alarm. Slick organization seeks to protect the Alarm from becoming
public knowledge by obfuscating the real Alarm and by engaging in
apparently random or even counter-productive behavior. But all Slicks

“Work is necessary for Dwa;
Alarm is necessary for
Jeden.”

know that, ultimately, the point of their excursion to Ziemia is to
accomplish the Alarm. Zawód may “Heed the Alarm” and slip forward
in time. Jeden may do this several times a day and may slip forward
minutes to hours. Dwa may do this only a few times a day and may slip
forward only a few seconds. The Zawód appears to vanish and then
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reappear in the same position, attitude, and action. They are never
harmed by this, though they are unaware of what has occurred during

“Every time I slip into Alarm, it's
like going home.”

their Heeding of the Alarm. If their previous space is occupied, they will
appear nearby; Heeding the Alarm is not detrimental and generally
cannot be exploited by opponents.

Attributes
Each character has three attributes – Body, Mind, and Spirit. Attributes
have a numeric rating indicating how well or how poorly a character
performs in tasks using that attribute. A rating of zero indicates average
ability. Whenever a character performs an opposed action they must
apply the appropriate Attribute rating to the die roll. During character
creation, the player takes the Attribute Matrix for their character’s species
and applies it to the three Attributes however they like. These ratings do
not change thereafter. All combat and physical tasks are based on Body;
Sketch magic and Heeding the Alarm is based on Mind; Martyr magic is
based on Spirit. Mental ability, memory, and abstract reasoning are
based on Mind. Endurance, willpower, and insight are based on Spirit.

Skills
Characters have one or more Skills. These are limited areas in which a
character is exceptionally capable. A Skill may encompass any
functional area that the players agree upon. When a Skill is used, it must
be appropriate to the task. A Skill will add its modifier to the Ability
modifier for the dice roll.

Magic
Magic in the game is deliberately abstracted. No formulaic “spells” exist,
and repetitively attempting the same magical effect will surely fail.
Magical effects, though useful and directed, should always contain some
form of uncertainty or randomness. Sketch magic must be performed in
full sunlight. Sketch magic is of somewhat limited power, compared to
Martyr magic. However, Sketch magic can be used to attempt any effect
whereas a Martyr must comply with their Spectacle. The player should
describe what they are trying to effect and the game master should
determine a difficulty modifier. The dice are rolled and compared. The
game master may use either a simple work/no-work result or may
choose to have relative success or failure indicated by the difference in
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dice rolls. Rather than considering solely the magical “magnitude” of the
spell in some meta-physical sense, the game master should also consider
the spell’s impact on the shared narrative.
Sample Magical Effect

Sketch Difficulty

Martyr Difficulty

+5

+3

N/A

+1

Create Food & Water

+1

+1

Neutralize Poison

+4

+2

Predict Weather

+1

+2

Hold a Door Closed

+3

+2

Shoot a Bolt of Fire

+3

+4

Inflict a Wound

+5

+6

Heal a Wound
Create Light

Languages
Humans commonly speak a language known as Pospolity. During
religious or significant civic activities they may use an archaic language
known as Wysoki, though the average human is not very proficient.
Wysoki has a plethora of tenses and is very conscious of social position
with numerous gradations of various honorifics. Human Martyrs
additionally each speak their personal language though these are not of
much use normally.
Wąż speak a language known as Język that is comprised of equal parts of
vocalizations and gestures. This language is exceptionally difficult for

“<!> chkt<!h>in<g!>n<ŋ°!h>.”

humans to learn. Many Wąż understand Pospolity though they find it
nearly impossible to speak. Wąż rarely learn to read or write, and there is
no written form of Język.
Slicks speak a language known as Syk comprised of hisses and clicks.
There are two forms of Syk, High Syk and Low Syk. High Syk is notable
for having no conceptualization of time or implementation of tense, and
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is used almost exclusively by Jeden. Most Dwa prefer Low Syk, though
Jeden believe it to be a bastardized language and will not acknowledge
understanding it. In Slick society is it common for the Jeden to speak
High Syk and the Dwa to speak Low Syk and everybody seems to get
along… more or less. Generally, Slicks will not teach non-Slicks
anything about their language. Inquisitive humans are viewed as
dangerous interlopers. Dwa twins also speak a shared personal
language known as an Idioglossia, which is fairly similar to Syk. Close
relatives (e.g., non-twin siblings) share a fairly similar Idioglossia,
allowing some degree of communication that decreases with a decrease
of relatedness.
Geordie, or the Common Cant, is a well-developed and widely spoken
pidgin language comprised primarily of loanwords from other
languages. It uses simple pronunciation, words of only a few syllables,
and various hand gestures. It is characterized by frequent rhymes, much
slang, and much profanity. Geordie allows Humans, Wąż, Dwa Slicks,
and even Chochlik to communicate. However, the pidgin is limited to
fairly common “everyday” topics with a focus on commerce, asking and

“Howay man, woman, man!"

receiving directions, and so forth. Wąż, curiously, take great pleasure in
composing very lengthy epic poems around ridiculous topics using
Geordie.

Combat
Combat should be handled relatively quickly. No grid need be used. If
the players prefer, miniatures may be used to indicate general positions.
Specific distances and so forth should be eschewed in favor of presenting
a rapid narrative event. During combat, play should proceed in rounds
with each character taking some stated action during each round (this
ensures that all characters participate). When a character squares off
against an opponent a single opposed die roll can be used to determine
the outcome (e.g., there need not be attack and counter-attack rolls). The
lower roll receives a wound. If combat involves ranged weapons, then
the range should be determined as long (about 500 feet), medium (about
100 feet) or short (about 20 feet). Long range requires the use of
technological weapons; medium range allows the additional use of bows;
short range allows the additional use of thrown weapons.
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Wounds
Wounds are reflected in the game by the wound recipient discarding
their highest sided dice into the party pool. The wound reduces the
maximum number of dice in the personal pool by one until the wound is
healed. Characters that sacrifice their last dice are dead (this means that
a character with a single dice that takes an action and discards that dice
has died). Wounds are healed at the natural rate of one wound per day.
Wounds periodically can be healed by Martyr magic – but as with all
magic, repeatedly healing “over and over” will not function correctly.
As characters have seven maximum dice, they also have a maximum of
seven wound levels (with declining performance ability with each
wound as the personal dice pool shrinks).

Playing the Game
Players with Factor characters should use an app that can display
random current events. They should review a few events and select one
to incorporate into the game. The event should serve as inspiration for a
thematically similar event in the game. The event then “happens” in the
character’s Factor household, somewhere up or down the fealty chain.
This need not have notable impact on the characters every session, but
should not be so trivial that it has no effect. This simulates the random
nature of societal events.
Players with Martyr characters need to have a timer that can (optimally)
be set to a random interval (e.g., a timer app). The player should not be
able to monitor the countdown status of the timer. On average, two or
three times in each session the timer should alert. The alert indicates that
the Martyr character is immediately in the Dance of Bóg. This will have
an effect in the game depending on the events that are occurring when
the timer alerts (obviously if this happens during combat it may be very
dangerous). If two or more players are playing Martyrs, they should

“...explore, question and
discuss the impact of
technology on games and on
human society...“

have their own separate timers. Martyrs must also maintain their
Spectacle as a series of several Détournement. Once per session, a
Martyr can eliminate a Détournement through Recuperation or add a
new Détournement. There must be some rationale for doing this based
on the campaign events—though the rationale need not be “logical” in
the strictest sense (it need only be “logical” to the Martyr, given their
Spectacle).
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Players with Sketch characters need to use a weather app that can show
the conditions at some specified distant locale that generally aligns with
the campaign setting’s climate zone. For example, a tropical campaign
could monitor the status of e.g. Hawaii. During the session, Sketch spells
will vary with the intensity of the sunlight indicated for the distant locale
on the weather app. Partly cloudy indicates an across-the-board
difficulty of +1 with Sketch magic; rainy indicates +3, etc.
The primary mechanical role of the game master involves setting
modifiers for various tasks and non-player characters. The game master
need not disclose the modifiers they are using, although a judicious game
master will set appropriate modifiers and then generally let the dice play
how they roll. Soliciting player feedback after sessions should allow a
game master to adjust modifiers to make the game harder or easier, as
appropriate. The intent of the game, however, is to provide a framework
for narrative exploration not a realistic “combat simulator”, etc., so dice
use can often be eschewed in favor of “talking it out”.
The World of Ziemia
The campaign world’s geography is not specific but should be fairly
mundane with times, seasons, and so forth based largely on Earth.
Because the Wąż are littoral the campaign setting should be set in a
coastal region (or the Wąż should be adapted). All sentient species
exercise faith in Bóg, a supreme being. However numerous
interpretations and “flavors” of worship are common—Bóg the provider,
Bóg the destroyer, Bóg the inscrutable, Bóg the reaper—are generally
tolerated.
The dominant society and culture are assumed to be human. The
campaign society is hierarchical and well established along quasi-Feudal
lines of fealty. These rarely are straightforward, however, and most
political intrigue involves various factions and individuals struggling for
ascendancy. In particular, if someone starts to “get ahead” their peers
will jealously turn on them to force them to “keep their station”. There
may be several claimants to the Factory, each with various ability. Most
humans go about their life trying to be basically good and tolerant,
feeling that if they work hard they will be successful. It is common for
Factors to treat Factotums with relative disregard while demanding work
and support from them.

“Because of our
traditions, everyone
knows who he is and
what God expects him to
do. “

Martyrs stand apart from “normal” society. They are viewed as religious
eccentrics by most humans. Factors will put up with quite a bit of
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bizarre or deviant behavior from Martyrs as long as it’s not perceived as
overtly harmful. Particularly irritating or disruptive Martyrs may be
more-or-less forcibly moved along.
Throughout recorded history, society has existed in the “iron age” of
small craftsmen and guilds. The economy is based largely on barter.
Irrigation and fertilization are considered the height of technological
development. Or were, until about a decade ago.
The first Slicks approached the Factory and advisors and attempted to
engage them in large-scale works projects involving construction and
population relocation. Most of the plans and certainly the rationale
appeared nonsensical, especially their endless talk of Alarm. The Slicks
were fairly harmless, however, and were ignored. More came and more
appeals were made. Eventually the Slicks settled in to their own
encampments, started having kids, and went about their own peculiar—
often very bizarre—business.
If the Slicks were odd and largely ignorable, their equipment never failed
to pique interest and raise eyebrows. They had no end of various devices
that appeared to be highly magical. But the Slicks said they were not
magical—they were “technology”. Incredibly, the Slicks declined to
trade them for anything—food, land, gold, gems, slaves… nothing. But
by then nobody expected the Slicks to make any sense. Very
occasionally, some type of weapon or other tool would show up
somewhere. Sometimes the Slicks came and took it back. Sometimes
they didn’t. These technological devices are highly valued; especially
valued if they are weapons. As they say, “The Factotum that finds
technology becomes the Factor”.
This influx of technology is causing a societal upheaval. If the Slicks can
build these things, then humans can build these things. If these things
can be obtained—beg, borrow, steal—they can be used. They are
intriguing, useful, and powerful. Why spend years in apprenticeship to
a cooper if big plastic containers can be mass manufactured?
Photography is incredible! Maybe the Slicks will part with more
technology if the humans agree to some of their weird programs?

“I dare you to touch the
flickering flame…”

— fin —
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Designer’s Notes
I attempt to portray technology as a disruptive force in society. I didn’t feel that a
technological “revolution” would do this,
as society would have time to adapt even
as technology evolved. I instead wanted a
technology “incursion” where fullyformed and functional technology simply
appears. Society doesn’t have time to
adapt or shape itself around the new technology and instead reacts to it in unforeseen, possibly destructive, ways. Thus the
human society is presented as stable and
hierarchical and entirely unprepared for
rapid change. I hope the pseudo-medieval/quasi-Feudal structure is familiar enough to elicit little
surprise. The other side of the technology coin is rather minor intrusion of “apps” into play, to
use remote/random events to interrupt or modify play. By using the “apps” noted, the players
lose control somewhat—and so does the game master—and hopefully this mirrors the multilayered loss of control that technology represents to the human society. The deliberate dual-use
of the term “Factor” in the game (as station and class) is a perverse nod to D&D’s overloaded
“Level”.
Any hierarchical society needs some type of outcast class, and thus the Martyrs. By making them
quasi-religious I hoped to explain why their extreme behavior would be tolerated. By modeling
their condition on a real-world disease process (Streptococcus) and resultant Sydenham’s Chorea
(e.g., St. Vitus Dance) I hoped to make the situation have a “realistic” feel and also use the Dance
Ingredient. Their behavior is of course based on an extreme interpretation of the French Situationists who have long fascinated me. Thus their world is simultaneously false but meaningful. A
level of abstraction in the game. By far the most perverse and difficult character to play, the
“beautifully mutilated” have a heavy load to carry in the society, the culture, and the game.
The Wąż are the foil of humanity—ostensibly raw, powerful, and wild; instead of colonizing they
are solitary; instead of violent they are philosophers of the absurd. Their magic is based on Sunlight because they are lizards and endotherms. Addicted to the sun and light they interact with it
by using smoke Sketches to cast shadows allegorical to Plato’s reflections of form; their perfect
sigils cast magical shadows. Another level of abstraction in the game, and two Ingredients interacting.
The Slicks are immigrants through time—presumably from some far future, but like everything
else in the game the veracity of this is debatable. The Jeden/Dwa divide is modeled conceptually
on the real-world Issei/Nisei. Their time travel and time slipping questions the nature of time.
The end times—the apocalypse—is the Alarm which their culture is based around. It’s ill defined
and because of their efforts to avoid it possibly not even reality. Like the Martyrs, they thus live a
false life made meaningful only by making it meaningless.
The outcast Chochlik surround “civilization” like the “barbarians” surrounded Greece. Potentially
intriguing, their entire existence is ignored by everybody. So you have then the humans who are
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told their future by the Slicks but don’t believe it; the Wąż with the wherewithal to change things,
but not the desire to do so; and the Slicks with a known future they don’t like and are trying to destroy. It’s all spectacle. Maybe Chochlik have the only possible solution… but who knows?
The mechanic is supposed to be simple but subtle. The game master roll will average 8 with modifiers. The typical player roll (assuming the default setup) will average about 7.5, or with the gritty
setup about 6.9, or with the cinematic setup about 8.1. So assuming the normal setup, the players
are looking at quite a bit of negative outcomes. But the modifiers, of course, will tend to be in
their favor as players (presumably) will specialize in actions their characters are good at performing. The Ability bonus of +2 is enough to “win” most of the time; a Skill bonus on top of that
makes most outcomes pretty certain. So the game master walks the fine line of setting modifiers
to make the game interesting and give the players something to worry about. And then the shared
dice pool… there’s that d20 there… should I take it? Or should I let the Factor have it so they
can win the next combat? This is the classic self-interest or party-interest conflict in miniature. I
like the way it plays. I like watching players “dump” efforts that aren’t important with 2d4 rolls.
Getting wounded is not terrible. Unless it happens a lot. And then your options rapidly shrink
along with performance. The mechanic deliberately is not symmetrical. When NPCs are wounded the game master still uses 1d6 and 1d8, as always. This makes bookkeeping easy and allows the
game master a lot of flexibility to shape the narrative. And overall, the mechanic is simple and
plays fast enough that narrative development remains the focus over stifling combat rounds full of
tactics, grids, and “AOOs”...

Game Chef 2016
Theme: Technology
Ingredients: Alarm, Dance, Sketch, Sunlight
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Détournement of Spectacle
1 The whole life of those societies in which modern conditions of production prevail presents itself as an
immense accumulation of spectacles. All that once was directly lived has become mere representation.
2 Images detached from every aspect of life merge into a common stream, and the former unity of life is lost
forever. Apprehended in a partial way, reality unfolds in a new generality as a pseudo-world apart, solely as
an object of contemplation. The tendency toward the specialization of images-of-the-world finds its highest
expression in the world of the autonomous image, where deceit deceives itself. The spectacle in its generality
is a concrete inversion of life, and, as such, the autonomous movement of non-life.
3 The spectacle appears at once as society itself, as a part of society and as a means of unification. As a part
of society, it is that sector where all attention, all consciousness, converges. Being isolated - and precisely
for that reason - this sector is the locus of illusion and false consciousness; the unity it imposes is merely
the official language of generalized separation.
4 The spectacle is not a collection of images; rather, it is a social relationship between people that is
mediated by images.
—Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle (1967)
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Glossary of Game Terms

Alarm—a nebulously defined event in the far, far future that presages some
global apocalypse. The Slicks have travelled back in time to the period of the
game setting in an attempt to change their past (the game’s present) to avert
their future catastrophe. In theory, all Slick activity is based around the Alarm
though understanding how various activities are involves is difficult.
Body—an Attribute that defines a character’s basic physicality and capability of
physical task performance. It indicates strength, dexterity, and raw combat
ability. It typically will have a numeric rating from 0 to 2.
Bóg—a generic reference to “god” that is the basis of faith of all species in the
game. Bóg never directly interacts with the physical realm though It is believed
to “touch” Martyr characters from time to time. The Wąż believe It to be,
literally, the sun. Of all the races, the Slicks are the least interested in
theorizing about Bóg.
Chochlik—a general term for any non-human, non-Slick, or non-Wąż intelligent
being, organization, society, or culture. Chochlik are held in contempt by
humans, generally ignored by Wąż , and ruthlessly exploited by Slicks. They live
a catch-as-catch-can existence.
Dance of Bóg—a whole-body seizure or uncoordinated contortion experienced
by Martyr characters when they are “touched by Bóg”. Martyrs do not
remember anything that transpires during a Dance of Bóg and cannot predict
when they will next occur. Sometimes they come frequently, sometimes they
don’t. The Dance of Bóg lasts for about five or ten minutes.
Détournement—a brief aphorism or proverb held by a Martyr and considered
by the Martyr as absolute truth. Typically a Martyr will have about five or ten
at once. If they appear to conflict, then the Martyr must resolve them in a
consistent manner. Although held as absolute truth, they also are held to be
ephemeral. Usually they are formed by joining two related but distinct clauses,
and often they subvert “conventional wisdom”.
Factor—a class that offers general ability in a wide range of non-magical
activities. The term also is used to indicate a person’s social superior; the term
is relative, however, because one’s Factor in turn will have their own Factor.
Factory—that person sitting atop the pinnacle of society who owes no fealty
nor allegiance to anyone else—the only Factor who is in turn not a Factotum. In
theory they own all property and persons, though a Factory who attempts to
assert these rights will face severe resistance (e.g., rebellion).
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Factotum—A term used to indicate a person’s social inferiors; the term is
relative, however, because one’s Factotum may in turn will have their own
Factotum.
Geordie—A “common cant” or pidgin language comprised primarily of
loanwords and gestures taken from other languages. While of limited
vocabulary and flexibility, Geordie widely is used for inter-species
communication.
Heed the Alarm—A term of art used by Slicks to describe their time-shifting
ability of “slipping” into the future.
Helot—A slave, or in precise terms a Factotum who is not also a Factor.
Essentially, a person with no rights under the common law.
Human—A normal human being, the default species in the game.
Idioglossia—a loose group of languages spoken by Slicks with a shared
vocabulary that diminishes as the degree of relatedness increases. Twin Slicks
share an identical Idioglossia. Non-twin siblings share a very similar Idioglossia.
Cousins could carry on general conversations; distant relatives could recognize
simple sentences. A non-relative would understand only the most basic words.
Język – The language spoken by Wąż, comprised of tonal vocalizations and
gestures. It widely is considered physically “unspeakable” by humans, though
some have learned to understand it. Język is notable for having no written
form.
Magic—A supernatural power that all acknowledge radiates from Bóg, though
Sketch characters believe it also to be equivalent to sunlight.
Martyr—A character class that uses magic but is able to do so only by being
“touched by Bóg” which comes with various complications and obligations.
Mind—an Attribute that defines a character’s basic mentality and capability of
intelligent comprehension. It indicates smarts, learning, wisdom, and insight. It
also is used by Sketch to use magic. It typically will have a numeric rating from
0 to 2.
Pospolity—the human language used in everyday communication.
Recuperation—a process used by Martyrs to remove a Détournement from
their Spectacle. Martyrs use various processes to perform a Recuperation, and
they need not be the same every time. Recuperation usually is private. The
Recuperation, once completed, has no further significance to the Martyr.
Rosegarden of Sores—A childhood event experienced by almost all human
children that is quite like a childhood epidemic in most respects. Some few
children never recover from it and they become Martyrs. Much human culture,
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art, and literature is based on the shared experience of the Rosegarden of
Sores.
Sketch—A class that is able to use magic by drawing ephemeral sigils or glyphs
in the air; when direct sunlight shines though the sigils it creates a magical
effect. Wąż are able to eject a fine mist of dye from their wrist glands to create
the sigils; human Sketch must use incense or charcoal to use the smoke.
Skill—A specific area of expertise possessed by a character. Skills usually have
a numeric rating of 1 to 3 which is applied to dice rolls that utilize the specific
Skill. The game does not present a list of pre-defined Skills; each player should
create their character Skills to support their character concept.
Slick—A race of bipedal, scaled humanoids that have travelled back in time
from the far, far future. They are capable of using any technology. They are
divided into two groups—the Jeden, or “first generation”, that actually traveled
through time; and the Dwa, or “second generation”, that were born on Ziemia.
Spectacle—The compiled code of behavior of a Martyr. The Spectacle
determines what a Martyr believes is true and how they will behave.
Maintaining (and complying with) the Spectacle is the principle religious activity
of Martyrs.
Spirit—an Attribute that defines a character’s basic personality and will. It
indicates religious fervor, faith, charisma, dedication, and self-awareness. It
also is used by Martyrs to use magic. It typically will have a numeric rating from
0 to 2.
Stigmata—bleeding wounds experienced by Martyrs during and after a Dance
of Bóg. Stigmata are painful and may be temporarily debilitating but they will
never become infected and will always heal, eventually, without leaving a scar
or permanent debility. Some Martyrs experience Stigmata repetitively in the
same places; other Martyrs experience them in various places around the body.
Syk—The language spoken by Slicks. There are two forms, High Syk and Low
Syk. Most Slicks are fully fluent in both forms though they are hesitant to
“admit” this fact. Jeden will only speak High Syk. Most Dwa speak Low Syk by
preference. High Syk is notable for having no conception of the passage of time
and no way to refer to the relative sequencing of temporal events.
Wąż—A Race of bipedal, reptilian, intelligent organisms that typically lead a
solitary existence of contemplation and the search for the next good meal of
live fish.
Wysoki—A human ceremonial language used for religious and civic
administration and event. Poorly understood by most humans, Wysoki has a
plethora of conjugations and numerous structures based around correctly
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appreciating social class and status.
Zawód—The Class to which almost all Slicks belong. It allows Slicks to “Heed
the Alarm” and time slip. It also allows Slicks to use technology.
Ziemia—The planet on which the game takes place. All sentient beings believe
it was created by Bóg for the benefit of the sentient species. After this mutual
point of understanding, however, religious belief begins to vary greatly.
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